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May it please the Court, this is an appeal from the

Nome District of Alaska, and grows out of a conflict

between two mining claims.

Two locations overlapped in part. One was called

No. I Flat Creek. Our location, according to the

testimony, was shown to have been subsequently made

and to have overlapped No. i Flat Creek and was

known as the Gold Belt Fraction. The title to Flat

Creek vested in Charles Mitchell, who sued and got a

judgment against the Pioneer Mining Company, and

A. H. Dunham, who are the appellants here.



Prior to the Pioneer Mining Company acquiring

its title to the Gold Belt Fraction (on the 14th of

June of the year 1909) the title thereto had been in

one Dunham and others, who in 1908 had made a

lease thereof to Marsh and others. These lessees were

actually operating the ground and had extracted gold

under their lease, on the 14th of June, 1909, the date

of the deed to the Pioneer Mining Company. The

Marshes continued after that time to mine and extract

gold, and later on, in August of 1909, Dunham, who

had received certain moneys from the Marshes, paid

to the Pioneer Mining Company six hundred and odd

dollars. The total amount of royalties paid by the

Marshes to Dunham was eight hundred and odd

dollars.

It also appeared that Mitchell was not in possession

of No. I Flat Creek but had leased it to one Peterson

who was in possession of the claim when these tres-

passes occurred.^

The complaint that the Pioneer Mining Company

and Dunham make is that they were not responsible

under the circumstances to Mitchell, who had shown

no cause of action against them; and at the close of

the case made a motion for a directed verdict which

was denied. Therefore, feeling aggrieved, they have

appealed to this Court from the judgment rendered

upon the verdict of the jury in the trial court at Nome.

1 Tr., 58, 63, 64, 67.



To go a little further into the facts: The total

amount of gold extracted was about $5500. This gold

was taken in part from the overlap and in part from

our admitted ground. The ground was being worked

when Mitchell, our opponent, arrived at Nome in

June of 1909; had been worked and royalties paid

prior to our acquiring title and those royalties are in-

cluded in the judgment against the Pioneer Mining

Company and Dunham.

Mitchell testified that he notified Dunham soon after

his arrival, and also the lessees that the miners were

over on his ground. Our title did not come through

Dunham. That is, the Pioneer Mining Company's

title did not come through Dunham but through other

owners of the Gold Belt Fraction. There was, how-

ever, no segregation in the judgment as against Dun-

ham or the Pioneer Mining Company, but a joint

judgment against both of them was rendered.

One of the points we make is that the plaintiff

Mitchell sued us for invading his mining claim and

breaking the gold-bearing gravel therein and taking it

away, while he did not show damage by the

mining that had admittedly been done on his premises

but rather that it was to his advantage. He acquiesced

in the mining done by our lessees (so far as they were

concerned) and did not make them parties defendant

in the suit. The main witness in his favor at the trial

was one of the lessees under this original lease.

Again: Mitchell, prior to going outside in 1908,



had leased the premises to one Peterson, and Peterson

was working No. i Flat Creek under his lease at the

time these other lessees under the Gold Belt lease were

working the Gold Belt and the adjoining ground. Our

contention is therefore that Mitchell was not properly

in court; that his only right in court, granting that he

was injured, was upon the theory that there was a

damage to the reversion, and no damage to the re-

version was pleaded or shown.

The gold extracted by these lessees was $5500. This

$5500 was extracted partially from the Gold Belt and

partially from No. i Flat Creek, and at a cost of

$10,500. The mining, except for one small stope in

the Gold Belt, was entirely in the nature of drifts

underground, the material being raised through one

shaft to the surface, and therefore Mr. Mitchell and

Mr. Peterson, the lessee of Mitchell, had this ground

explored and developed for them, showing its worth-

less or other character, by reason of the underground

workings, at a cost which meant nothing to either of

them, but which in point of fact cost us $2 for every

dollar that was extracted. Therefore we say that as

to Peterson and as to Mitchell there was no damage;

that Mitchell in good faith could only recover as to his

reversionary interest, and his reversionary interest was

not injured or damaged in the least, and even if it were

he had failed to plead such damage in his complaint.

Further he had acquiesced in the conduct of the lessees

of this ground.



The lessees of the ground ran behind considerably

in operating the same, and the result was the closing

down of the work and the filing of liens upon our

Gold Belt claim, as against which liens we were pro-

tected merely to the extent of having received in

August the large sum of $600 as a deposit, practically

(it would work out, I presume, if the lease were good)

to protect our own title, although the title of our mine

was not involved in the trespass, but it was involved

in the lease by reason of this other work. Now, the

gold, the $5500, was extracted in part from the Gold

Belt and in part from the adjoining claim belonging

to our opponent, on the overlap, and still we were as-

sessed for the entire amount of royalties that were re-

ceived from all of the gold extracted, although some

of it was extracted before we became the owners, and

two-thirds of the gold came from our ground, at less

cost and expense, while one-third of the gold came

from the adjoining ground.

For the reasons stated in our brief upon the legal

propositions involved and because of these facts, our

contention is that the Court should have directed a

verdict for the defendants and for that reason the case

should be reversed.



IN CLOSING.

MR. METSON— I do not like to make mistakes of

law, may it please the Court, before your Honors, and

certainly I do not like to make misstatements of fact.

Counsel says that we were notified and received

royalties after we were notified, and that all this gold

came from the disputed ground, etc., and that my
statements were not correct, and also that the 26.07

ounces were not cleaned up until July.

The transcript, at page 44, in the deposition of

George H. Marsh, their witness, at the last half of

the page, reads:

"At the time Dunham was notified there had

been cleanups. I can state that there was 26.07 ^2-

cleaned up before that time. I have all the bank

certificates of all the gold taken from our mining

operations. These certificates represent the output

of our mining operations on the Gold Belt or No. i

Flat Creek. The first certificate represents the

amount that was cleaned up prior to the notifica-

tion of Mitchell to Dunham. The balance of those

certificates represent what was taken out after-

wards. They represent all the gold that was ex-

tracted from that ground by me and my co-lessees.

"Plaintiff ofifers certificates in evidence, which

are marked Exhibit I, II, III, IV, V, VI, VII,

VIII and IX, as follows."

Counsel says that the first cleanup of 26.07 ounces

was not accounted for, whereas it is accounted for in



the very first certificate from the Nome Bank and

Trust Company (Exhibit No. i, on page 45, at the top

of the page), and being the first gold that the witness

had just testified to as having been taken out by him

and accounted for to Dunham, and thereafter becom-

ing a part of the royalties for which Dunham and

the Pioneer Mining Company were both assessed, al-

though at that time (on or about the first of June)

the Pioneer Mining Company was not an owner of

the ground, not having become such until the 14th of

June.

This witness also testified that there had been two

cleanups prior to the notifying of Dunham and that

the gold thereafter had been taken to the Nome Bank

and Trust Company. The certificates which are of-

fered in evidence merely represent the date of melting.

Marsh had made the cleanups, taken the gold to the

Nome Bank and Trust Company and deposited it.

Then had drawn against the same. It is shown on the

face of the first two certificates that long before the

melting he had practically drawn all of the gold which

had been deposited against the melting. Therefore

the 26.07 ounces did enter into the royalties. That is

clear from pages 44 and 45 of the transcript.

Marsh says that he notified the Pioneer Mining

Company, one of the defendants, along about the ist

of July by and through the witness Gibson. Our con-

tention is that we bought in there innocently; the

lease was made and the lessees were working, so far
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as the Pioneer Mining Company was concerned, when

it bought in on the 14th of June. The company is

in an entirely different position from that of Mr. Dun-

ham. It was unfair to join Dunham and it together

in the same transaction and illegal to assess them ac-

cording to the same basis when royalties were received

by Dunham before the acquisition of any interest in

the property by the Pioneer Mining Company.

According to all the claims of the other side, the

Pioneer Mining Company could not have been notified

of any work upon this overlap until about the ist day

of July or soon thereafter.

Now, may it please the Court, at page 62 of the

transcript, it appears that Mitchell while on the wit-

ness stand, said that he did not know exactly when the

lessees quit working his ground. "I don't know when

they quit work in June or July." So that from all

events it is not clear exactly when the Pioneer Mining

Company was notified, nor is it exactly clear when

these lessees quit work on the disputed ground, and

for aught that appears, these lessees had quit work

before the Pioneer Mining Company was notified at

all of the controversy. That appears from Mitchell's

own testimony.

With reference to my statements as to the cost of

extraction: At the bottom of page 52 of the transcript

is found the testimony in the deposition of Marsh,

upon which, in our brief and in my argument, I base

the estimate of cost.



"We did not make anything mining on that piece

of ground; we ran about $5000 in the hole; that

was about our loss when we were mining out there.

That was in excess of the gold taken from the

ground; an indebtedness of nearly $5000."

And the amount taken from the ground as shown by

the assay memoranda put in evidence by them, running

from pages 45 to 49 of the transcript, shows about

$5600 gross. So that if they ran in the hole $5000 in

addition to the gross output, it cost them $10,500 to

$10,600 to extract $5600, about two for one, as is al-

leged in our brief.

Now, regarding another wrong statement: Our an-

swer to the complaint of one Delamotte was intro-

duced as an admission against us," and it is argued

that we admitted therein that the gold was extracted

from the overlapping ground. That answer was made

by us about October i, 1909, in reference to a lien

filed by one of the employees of the lessees of the

Gold Belt, and the admission in that answer is not as

counsel states. The admission was that the complain-

ant had been working for the lessees of the Gold Belt

and that a part of the work had been done on the

Gold Belt but the most of it had been done upon Flat

Creek No. i. This Court reversed the Delamotte case

for the reason that the lien claimant did not state spe-

cifically how much work had been done on the loca-

tion owned by us, or how much work had been done

- 98-100.
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upon the location owned by the others.^ But our ad-

mission is not as counsel states it in his brief. It sim-

ply goes to the quantity of work done by the miners

and is entirely consistent with my argument here, that

while less ground was worked under our surface by

these lessees, that such ground produced more gold in

proportion. Therefore, assessing all the royalties in

favor of the Gold Belt was an unfair assessment.

My statement, which is also controverted by coun-

sel, as to the output of the gold as between the Gold

Belt ground and the Flat Creek ground, is based upon

the cross-examination of this man Marsh, one of the

lessees, their witness, who was not sued, and is taken

from page 55 of the transcript. At first he stated

pretty generally that he did not know; then he goes

on to state:

^'I couldn't say whether a quarter of the gold was

from the disputed ground or not. I couldn't say

whether it was a fifth or a half, there wasn't a

third;'

Therefore, I have argued fairly to the Court from

the record and our brief is based upon facts stated

therein.

There is just one more controverted question of fact.

MR. BELL—Pardon me. From the way I read

that it was from the disputed ground. If that is not

so, it is an error.

3 Opinion filed Feb. 6, 1911.
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MR. METSON—You tried the case below and I

just cited it from this record. I do not know any-

thing about the facts, but I have argued so many

times before the Court that it hurts me to have it said

that I have made a misstatement of facts. I want to

be right. I do not want to win this or any other case

on a misstatement of facts. Of course, on a question

of law, I might more readily make a mistake.

I again refer to the Marsh testimony at page 52

wherein he says:

^We didn't quit working because they told us

to go ahead and not bother with it."

I will read just ahead of that to make the connec-

tion:

*'Mr. Mitchell said that we were over his line.

He only told us once. Mr. Hall who used to own
the property came out to show us the stakes and

he said we were over the line. We didn't quit

working because they told us to go ahead and not

to bother with it."

Mr. Hall was the predecessor in interest of Mr.

Mitchell.

Mr. Mitchell, at page 62, says, "No, I did not tell

them to quit work, not at that time. I did tell the old

man Marsh later."

THE COURT—To what error of the Court below

do you direct this argument?
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MR. METSON—We made a motion for a directed

verdict at the close of plaintiff's testimony upon the

ground that Mr. Mitchell was not in possession nor

entitled to possession, as alleged in his complaint.

THE COURT—That would not raise the question

of how much would go to the mining company.

MR. METSON—No, it would not.

THE COURT—Is there any error assigned there

to which this particular argument is directed?

MR. METSON—No; other than the question of

fact having been gone into by counsel, I wished to

correct the statements with reference to our brief. We
assign and rely upon as error the fact that Dunham

and the Pioneer Mining Company were sued together.

The question of the amount in which the Pioneer Mi-

ning Company would be mulcted would be significant

under that assignment. It could not properly be as-

sessed for the whole under the testimony.

We have also taken other exceptions upon the ad-

mission and rejection of testimony.

If we are not in error in our position that the plain-

tiff had no legal right to institute the action as we

have argued at length in our brief,* then these errors

are all vital and should reverse the case. And if as we

maintain the verdict should have been directed for

that reason and for the further reason that no joint

tort was shown, all of this testimony is in point for

4 13-18.
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it shows a tort on the part of the lessees and possibly

Dunham before our acquisition of the property, and

the conversion of ores by them prior to that date

the value of which ores is included in the judgment

against the Pioneer Mining Company. /_


